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Abstract: System integration is one of the key challenges to bringing future hybrid-electric and
all-electric aircraft into the market. In addition, retrofitting and redesigning existing aircraft are
potential paths toward achieving hybrid and all-electric flight, which are even more challenging
goals from a system integration perspective. Therefore, integration tools that bridge the gap between
the aircraft and the subsystem level need to be developed for use in the conceptual design stage to
address current system integration challenges, such as the use of space, the share between propulsive
and secondary power, required level of electrification, safety, and thermal management. This paper
presents a multidisciplinary design analysis (MDA) framework that integrates aircraft and subsystem
sizing tools. In addition, this paper includes improved physics-based subsystem sizing methods
that are also applicable to smaller, commuter, or regional aircraft. The capabilities of the developed
framework and tools are presented for a case study covering the redesign of the DO-228 with a
hybrid-electric propulsion system in combination with the electrification of its systems architecture
and different subsystem technologies.

Keywords: aircraft systems; conceptual design; system integration; multi-disciplinary design analysis
(MDA); hybrid-electric aircraft; system architecture

1. Introduction

The aviation industry aims to reduce its environmental footprint significantly in the
next two decades [1]. These aggressive targets can only be achieved with the use of novel
aircraft concepts, propulsion systems, and systems technologies to improve overall aircraft
energy consumption [2]. The electrification of aircraft is one of the potential methods of
reducing CO2 emissions being explored by industry. Aircraft electrification can focus on
using electrical power to produce thrust or the use of electrical power for systems loads, or a
combination of both. However, as efficient battery technologies continue to mature, hybrid-
electric aircraft are being considered as a steppingstone on the road to the fully electric
aircraft. Hybrid-electric propulsion seems to be a promising field of exploration, especially
for shorter-range missions, regional, commuter, or some business aircraft operations.

Examples of fully electric aircraft concepts include the Volta Volare DaVinci and
Magnus Aircraft [3], whereas the Faradair Bio [4] and the Raytheon Technologies demon-
strator [5] are some examples of hybrid-electric aircraft in the commuter and regional
aviation categories that are under active development. Larger aircraft concepts such as
the Boeing SUGAR Volt [6], NASA STARC-ABL, and the ES Aero ECO-150 [7], featuring
hybrid-electric propulsion, have also been studied. Smaller aircraft carrying 19–30 passen-
gers (PAX) on routes of up to 500 km may potentially benefit from hybridization [8]. The
DO-228, in particular, has been used for conceptual studies and as a technology testbed on
hybridization for this aircraft category [8,9].

Conventional aircraft propulsion systems use internal combustion engines that require
fuel which is typically carried in the aircraft wings and center body fuel tanks. In turboprop
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aircraft such as the DO-228, the engines burn fuel to power the turbine and propellers,
generating thrust. A hybrid-electric propulsion system consists of additional batteries
and electric motors which run the propellers. Typical hybrid-electric propulsion system
architectures are turbo-electric, series hybrid, and parallel hybrid systems.

In addition to propulsion systems, aircraft systems (sometimes called onboard systems)
consist of many subsystems, such as flight control, environmental control, or electrical
power systems, to name a few, which are responsible for fulfilling the functions of the
aircraft and enabling its safe operation. Hybrid-electric aircraft need fuel and battery
systems to fulfill the propulsive energy requirements. However, the hybridization and
distribution of the propulsion systems will lead to changes and potentially higher degrees of
integration with the aircraft systems (such as the flight control system or the electrical power
systems) and could require the electrification of the subsystems as well. This subsystem
electrification can lead to additional weight and drag penalties, and several integration
challenges concerning thermal management, safety, certification, or maintainability.

The retrofitting and redesigning of existing aircraft are potential paths toward achiev-
ing hybrid and all-electric flight, which are even more challenging objectives from a system
integration perspective. To determine the energy needs and weight variations at the aircraft
level, conceptual designers need to study the aircraft electrification strategy hand in hand
with the propulsion systems at the system and subsystem levels to determine the overall
feasibility of a hybrid-electric aircraft concept. Additionally, the proprietors of smaller
and commuter aircraft need to consider the potential impact of changing the certification
category (i.e., from Part 23 to Part 25) due to a weight increase caused by the weight of the
additional batteries. Thus, it is necessary to develop an integrated environment in which to
study the coupling effect of aircraft subsystems on the aircraft level.

In this context, this paper presents a multidisciplinary design analysis (MDA) frame-
work that allows for the analysis of the systems integration aspects of a hybrid-electric
commuter aircraft, focusing on the concurrent electrification of propulsion systems and
aircraft systems. This framework is part of the work of Concordia University’s Aircraft
Systems Lab in conjunction with the collaborative AGILE4.0 project. The aim is twofold:
firstly, to develop a sandbox environment that allows for the development and integration
of new subsystem tools, such as the Aircraft System Safety Assessment Tool (ASSESS) [10]
or the thermal risk assessment [11]; and secondly, to develop an MDA framework focused
on aircraft and subsystem integration for smaller and commuter aircraft.

This paper begins with a literature review of the system integration methods in
conceptual design and the relevant aspects of hybrid-electric aircraft sizing. Next, the
proposed MDA framework for systems integration is presented and focuses on the systems
sizing and weight estimation methods for regional, business, and commuter aircraft. A
case study for the systems electrification and battery integration for a DO-228 aircraft,
focusing on the impact of systems on aircraft weight, is then used to demonstrate the MDA
framework. The paper closes with a conclusion and discussion of future work.

2. Literature Review

During early aircraft design stages, systems considerations are typically limited
to weight estimation using empirical methods, such as Roskam [12], Torenbeek [13],
Raymer [14], or the NASA Flight Optimization System (FLOPS) [15]. These empirical
methods are valid for conventional aircraft and subsystems, except for the NASA FLOPS
method, which also covers some unconventional aircraft configurations. However, such
methods are not suitable for studies featuring aircraft retrofitting, the integration of novel
propulsion systems, subsystems architectures, or new systems technologies. This is be-
cause most of the correlations are built on the aircraft’s maximum takeoff weight (MTOW)
or the operational weight empty (OWE) and the overall granularity of these methods
is insufficient.

Physics-based methods have been developed to address the shortcomings of the em-
pirical approaches presented earlier. Physics-based modeling methods primarily focus on
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replacing unrelated aircraft-level parameters with system-sizing-related parameters and
require a higher degree of granularity in the subsystem sizing methods, sometimes up to
the component level. Among the physics-based methods, Koeppen et al. [16] established
weight-based integration of system-level and aircraft-level parameters. Liscouët-Hanke [17]
introduces a power-based decomposition method of the system-level parameters, allowing
aircraft-level trade studies of more electric aircraft (MEA) system architectures. Lammer-
ing [18] and Chakraborty [19] have published similar methods that extend power and
function-based system decomposition, providing some detailed subsystem models.

The above methods require integration with aircraft-level tools to properly assess a
system’s impact on the overall aircraft weight and fuel consumption. Lammering integrates
a power-based decomposition into the Multidisciplinary Integrated Conceptual Aircraft
Design Optimization (MICADO) framework, enabling an aircraft resizing capability. Chiesa
et al. [20] present a methodology to integrate onboard aircraft systems sizing into the
aircraft-level design loop using the ASTRID (Aircraft on-board Systems Sizing and TRade-
Off Analysis in Initial Design phase) tool. ASTRID integrates multiple disciplines, such
as structures, propulsion, and reliability, with system sizing [21]. Another example is the
research of Jünemann et al. [22] on the evaluation of more electric system architectures
integrating systems sizing and architecting within the advanced aircraft configuration
(AVACON) framework.

Most of the above-mentioned physics-based methods have either been validated or
focus on commercial aircraft of a larger size than the current concepts for hybrid-electric
aircraft. However, Fioriti et al. [23] analyze the electrification of aircraft systems within a
multidisciplinary design and optimization (MDAO) framework for small transport aircraft.

In addition to weight estimation, the three-dimensional layout and estimating the
space occupied by the aircraft system plays a crucial role in conceptual design [24]. The
estimation of available space for systems installation within the aircraft is particularly
important for hybrid-electric aircraft configurations in which significant space might be
required to install batteries. However, the three-dimensional modeling is not detailed
within the scope of this paper.

Hybrid-electric propulsion system sizing and integration is highly challenging, as
discussed in Brelje and Martins [25]. The size of the energy storage is driven by the
overall hybrid-electric propulsion system architecture and the functions fulfilled by each
component. The battery and fuel weight depend on the flight phases and the aircraft
mission. In addition, the system-level characteristics become even more important as the
propulsion system and the subsystems become more integrated with respect to power
generation, distribution, use of space, thermal management, and impact on drag. Hence,
these aspects need to be investigated in an integrated environment.

Hoogreef et al. [26] propose a methodology to size regional hybrid-electric aircraft by
integrating an aerodynamics module and weight methods. However, the system weight
estimation is not based on the technology and subsystem parameters. Zamboni et al. [27]
adopt the power path method for a coupled constraint and point mass analysis; their
component sizing modules allow the overall mass of subsystems to be limited to fuel, energy
storage, and geometric parameters. Kohler et al. [28] present a conceptual design of hybrid-
electric propulsion systems for smaller aircraft with multiple-propulsion architecture.
Another example is the study presented by Finger et al. [29], who propose a methodology
to size general aviation hybrid-electric aircraft using the example of a DO-228 aircraft. This
approach focuses on the hybridization factor (HP), which captures the power split between
the conventional power plant and the electric motor and implements an energy-based
mission analysis to determine overall fuel and battery mass. Hoffman et al. [9] analyze
the impact of hybridization on the DO-228 aircraft and determine that a parallel hybrid
architecture with a reduced number of passengers provides improved takeoff performance
and a lower noise footprint. DeVries et al. [30] propose a hybrid-electric and distributed
propulsion aircraft sizing methodology for regional transport aircraft.
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Zumegen et al. [31] investigate the impact of powertrain architecture, aerodynamic
interactions, systems technologies, and operating strategies on a commuter aircraft. They
quantify the effect of systems technologies such as electric taxiing and electro-hydrostatic
primary flight control actuation, among others, on CO2, NOx, energy costs, and noise using
available literature and simplified calculations. Nasoulis et al.’s [32] multidisciplinary
computational framework for hybrid-electric commuter aircraft focuses on conceptual
aircraft sizing, structural analysis and optimization, stability analysis, and component
placement, particularly for fuel tanks and batteries in an integrated 3D modeling envi-
ronment. Gkoutzamanis et al. [33] investigate thermal management for hybrid-electric
commuter aircraft, wherein they present a methodology for modeling thermal systems
(TMS), including weight estimation methods. Cinar et al. [34,35] introduce a multidisci-
plinary aircraft sizing and synthesis framework called Electrified Propulsion Architecture
Sizing and Synthesis (E-PASS), which is applied for the design space exploration of hybrid-
electric commuter aircraft carrying 19–50 passengers [36]. Cai et al. [37] further investigate
additional parallel-hybrid architectures using the same framework. Both studies use NASA
FLOPS to make component-based weight estimates, including those of the subsystems.

The literature shows that commuter and regional aircraft are candidates for integrating
hybrid-electric propulsion system architecture. The system integration challenges have not
been widely investigated, particularly using conceptual MDAO frameworks. Furthermore,
the state-of-the-art conceptual sizing methods for subsystems do not perform well when
applied to commuter and regional aircraft categories. Therefore, there is a need for a
framework that performs integrated system sizing, tailored specifically to smaller aircraft,
in a way that covers the range of 10 to below 100 passengers, as well as Part 23 and Part 25
certification categories.

3. MDA Framework for Aircraft System Integration Studies

This section presents the MDA framework developed in the Aircraft Systems Lab at
Concordia University to perform system integration studies in aircraft conceptual design.

3.1. Framework Overview

Multidisciplinary aircraft analysis consists of aircraft sizing interactions with multiple
disciplines. Figure 1 shows the eXtended Design Structure Matrix (XDSM) [38] of the
workflow introduced in this paper.
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Here, the propulsion system architecture is handled within the Aircraft Sizing module,
while the subsystem sizing methods are integrated within the Systems MDA module.

The Systems MDA discipline encompasses the aircraft systems and subsystems sizing
and performance estimation modules. The Systems MDA allows for the evaluation of
the impact of aircraft system architectures on aircraft-level parameters such as MTOW
and fuel burn. Finally, the Systems MDA module drives system architecting and decision-
making activities.

A key enabler for the Systems MDA module is the system architecture descriptor. The
descriptor holds information about the architecture, including subsystems, components,
and the allocation of power and control to each system architecture element. Some examples
of descriptors include textual descriptors [39,40], parametric data schema such as CPACS
(Common Parametric Aircraft Configuration Schema) [41], and the graph-based descriptor
used by Jeyaraj et al. [10].

The Systems MDA module in the presented framework employs a modified CPACS-
based descriptor. It stores aircraft-level parameters in a standard CPACS file, but captures
system-level parameters and the systems architecture using custom tags defined within the
tool-specific tag of CPACS.

The architecture descriptor in the Systems MDA can store information at multiple
levels of granularity. For example, the allocation of control functions (e.g., roll) to control
surfaces (e.g., aileron and spoiler) in the case of the aircraft flight control systems constitutes
the high-level information that can be stored. More detailed architecture description, such
as the instantiation of hydraulic and electrical power systems, encapsulates additional
information, such as the allocated hydraulic pumps, electrical generators, tubing variants,
and power converters. Furthermore, electrical, and hydraulic power systems can be
allocated to specific consumers at the system and component levels. For example, an
electrical system (further assigned to a particular power source such as an engine) can
be configured to supply individual flight control actuators, environmental control system
packs, and other subsystems such as landing gear braking. Electrical distribution voltage
levels and power converters associated with each electrical system can also be specified
using the descriptor.

Finally, the Systems MDA descriptor is compatible with the graph-based architecture
descriptor of Jeyaraj et al. (developed to allow further safety analyses), such that the
information stored in the graph-based descriptor can be written directly into the Systems
MDA descriptor file. Further examples and illustrations of the Systems MDA descriptor are
shown in Figures A1–A4 in Appendix A.

As the framework focuses on smaller hybrid-electric aircraft, the overall workflow also
integrates modules such as Aircraft Sizing, a geometric modeler (Aircraft Geometry), Energy
Storage, Fuel System, and Systems MDA. Among these subsystems, Fuel System undergoes
significant variations due to hybridization. The level of hybridization will lead to the
aircraft fuel system needing less space or potentially accommodating different fuel types.
Moreover, the propulsion system of the aircraft will need additional energy storage to fulfill
the energy needs in the form of batteries. Therefore, separate tools have been developed for
both types of systems [42,43]. In the workflow, it is proposed to include them independently
as they drive the geometrical layout. Moreover, this implementation will enable future
expansion to other technologies, such as hydrogen storage.

The framework is implemented using Python and RCE [44], which enables integration
between the different tools. The interface between the tools uses the CPACS standard,
which allows for easy integration with other tools in collaborative workflows, such as those
in the AGILE 4.0 project.

The systems integration process begins with the initial convergence of the aircraft
design loop. Initial estimates on parameters, such as geometry and energy storage sizing,
are available as outputs. The initial aircraft geometry parameters are provided as input
to the aircraft design module as the current workflow focuses on redesigning an existing
commuter aircraft.
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The Aircraft Sizing tool developed by Licheva and Liscouët-Hanke [45] is used to size
the hybrid-electric aircraft used in this case study. The tool covers conventional, hybrid-
electric, and all-electric propulsion configurations. The conventional aircraft sizing process
estimates the initial mass of the aircraft, followed by an estimation of the power plant and
wing characteristics according to individual flight phases. An overall mission-level analysis
is carried out to converge the aircraft’s maximum takeoff weight (MTOW). The Aircraft
Sizing tool uses the top-level aircraft sizing parameters and design of experiment (DOE)
parameters such as hybridization of power (Hp) and specific battery energy density (ESP)
to generate initial estimates of aircraft geometry and battery weight, thereby converging
the MTOW and the required wing area. Powertrain electronics are not modeled, and a sim-
plified propulsion system model based on individual component efficiencies is employed.
Additional outputs, such as space constraints and assignments for batteries and fuel tanks,
are available after the analysis. An initial estimate of the system’s weight and required
power is also available as an output of the Aircraft Sizing tool. The drag penalty stemming
from the systems will be integrated into a future version of the tool.

The Energy Storage tool developed by Heit and Liscouët-Hanke [43] is used to size the
battery used in the case study. This tool uses overall energy and power requirements from
the initial Aircraft Sizing to estimate the size of the battery required to fulfill the aircraft
requirement. The tool estimates the required space based on the aircraft design output
parameters and the initial space assignment by the geometric modeler. The battery tool
considers the conventional cuboidal packing method of cells with dimensional constraints.

Since the current workflow only supports cuboid battery shapes, we assume that
the battery is placed in the center wing box for simplicity. Battery placement in wing tip
locations might be interesting from a wing-loading perspective, but making assessments of
this requires more capable battery layout tools to capture the physical limitations of such
configurations realistically.

The output of the Energy Storage module is fed to the Fuel System sizing module
developed by Rodriguez and Liscouët-Hanke [42]. The Fuel System considered within
the workflow consists of all the subsystems that store and transfer the fuel required for a
conventional propulsion system. The updated outputs from the aircraft geometric modeler
are available as inputs to the Fuel System. These inputs, along with top-level aircraft param-
eters and system architecture, are used to estimate engine feed subsystems, fuel quantity
indicators, and venting subsystems. The overall integration at the system level allows us to
estimate the total power and weight outputs. The finalized Fuel System weight and the air-
craft geometric outputs are inputs to the Systems MDA module. Moreover, the Fuel System
weight and power required are merged with the outputs of the Systems MDA module.

The final weight outputs from the Energy Storage and Systems MDA module are used
to estimate overall weight change ∆OWESI and ∆WFSI . In the Converger module, the
variations from the subsystems are fed back into the Aircraft Sizing module to update
aircraft design parameters, OWE and WF, and these updated parameters can be used to
resize the aircraft. However, in the presented case study, the Converger module only updates
the wing area to compensate for the increased MTOW. This study uses a simplified resizing
of the aircraft, focusing only on calculating the wing area required to carry additional weight
due to the systems in order to demonstrate the capabilities of the integration framework.
Additionally, the DOE module is used for parametric analysis, as presented in the case
study (Section 4).

3.2. Systems MDA: Aircraft Systems Sizing Estimation Tool (ASSET) for Commuter and
Regional Aircraft

Aircraft systems sizing within the framework is structured in three types of subsystem
categories, as proposed by [17]. These are power-consuming systems, power transforma-
tion and distribution systems, and power generation systems. This categorization based
on the functions and power flow patterns eases the sizing relationship between the sub-
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systems. Table 1 presents the considered subsystems and an overview of the associated
modeling assumptions.

Table 1. Overview of implemented systems sizing tools, their sizing methodology, architecture or
technology options, and level of granularity.

Systems MDA Subsystem Size Estimation
Methodology

System Architecture Type or Technology Level of
Granularity

Electrical Hydraulic Pneumatic Mechanical Major
Components

Power-Consuming
System

Flight Control
System Physics-based
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strating the integration and trade study capability of a subset of these subsystems: the 
flight control system, the hydraulic power system, and the electrical power systems. 

The framework implements a fully nested systems analysis in order to size the sys-
tems at each level, as depicted in Figure 2. The aircraft level parameters, geometric param-
eters, and system architecture inputs are used to initialize the sizing process. The outputs 
of the power-consuming system module are used to size the Power Transformation and Dis-
tribution System. The Power Generation System and Energy Storage module sizes the stored 
energy necessary to operate secondary power systems (e.g., the emergency battery in the 
electrical power system or the battery for starting the APU) and should not be confused 
with the propulsive power energy storage sizing (propulsion battery in this case). The 
Systems MDA module can size the electrical power generation based on the total required 
power from various subsystems, including energy storage and novel power generation 
systems. 
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The framework is built to easily adapt and include additional subsystems (e.g., a 
pneumatic or fuel cell power system). However, this paper’s scope is restricted to demon-
strating the integration and trade study capability of a subset of these subsystems: the 
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The framework is built to easily adapt and include additional subsystems (e.g., a 
pneumatic or fuel cell power system). However, this paper’s scope is restricted to demon-
strating the integration and trade study capability of a subset of these subsystems: the 
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The framework is built to easily adapt and include additional subsystems (e.g., a 
pneumatic or fuel cell power system). However, this paper’s scope is restricted to demon-
strating the integration and trade study capability of a subset of these subsystems: the 
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Major component

The framework is built to easily adapt and include additional subsystems (e.g., a pneu-
matic or fuel cell power system). However, this paper’s scope is restricted to demonstrating
the integration and trade study capability of a subset of these subsystems: the flight control
system, the hydraulic power system, and the electrical power systems.

The framework implements a fully nested systems analysis in order to size the systems
at each level, as depicted in Figure 2. The aircraft level parameters, geometric parameters,
and system architecture inputs are used to initialize the sizing process. The outputs of the
power-consuming system module are used to size the Power Transformation and Distribution
System. The Power Generation System and Energy Storage module sizes the stored energy
necessary to operate secondary power systems (e.g., the emergency battery in the electrical
power system or the battery for starting the APU) and should not be confused with the
propulsive power energy storage sizing (propulsion battery in this case). The Systems MDA
module can size the electrical power generation based on the total required power from
various subsystems, including energy storage and novel power generation systems.

The following subsections explain a chosen set of subsystems and their sizing princi-
ples in more detail. We only describe the submodules that are examined in more detail in
the case study.

3.2.1. Flight Control System

The flight control system (FCS) considered within the framework corresponds to all
systems and subsystems responsible for the actuation of the control surface except for
the flight control computer (FCC), which is responsible for signaling the actuators and is
considered within avionics systems. The overview of this module is depicted in Figure 3.
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The inputs to the module are system architecture, aircraft-level parameters, and
wing characteristics defined by the aircraft design. The aircraft-level parameters are the
control surface descriptions and their corresponding locations. The systems architecture
corresponds to the subsystem architecture as included in the architecture descriptor. The
wing area characteristics correspond to the updated wing area parameter within the output
of aircraft design.

The control surface parameters are used to estimate the hinge moment of the control
surface. The framework evaluates the hinge moment by using two methods depending
on the wing definition. The DATCOM (data compendium) method [46] is used when
the wing has a symmetrical airfoil. The method developed by Anderson et al. [47] is
used for non-symmetric or supercritical airfoils. The comparatively simpler Anderson
method can easily be adapted with additional factors for application to unconventional
airfoils. However, the hinge moment is an important interface parameter between the
control surface and actuation sizing and requires that additional physics-based research be
conducted to improve accuracy.

The FCS module is capable of analyzing several actuation technologies, such as me-
chanical actuation, hydro-mechanical actuation (HMA), electro-hydraulic servo-actuation
(EHSA), more electric actuators, such as electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA), and all-electric
type actuation, like electro-mechanical actuators (EMA). Mechanical linkages are supported
as smaller aircraft typically use this form of flight control actuation. The power drive unit
(PDU) is considered for the flaps and slats. Hydraulic system pressure is used as a global
parameter for hydraulic actuation. Electric actuation can be modeled with discrete AC or
DC voltage levels such as 28, 115, 230, and 270 V. The limitation occurs due to the limited
data availability for power transformation and distribution systems.
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The power demand of the flight control system is estimated bottom-up from the
individual actuators. To do so, the tool estimates the maximum power demand Pmax (W)

from the hinge moment HMcs (N/m) and the deflection rate of the control surface
.
δ (rad/s)

using Equation (1).
Pmax = HMcs·

.
δ· fc,ACT (1)

Typically, only the maximum values HMcs and
.
δ are available in a conceptual design.

Therefore, Equation (1) includes a correction factor fc,ACT . In a conservative approach,
the correction factor can be 1; however, if the conceptual designer has some experience,
different factors can be applied to different actuators to reflect the variations better.

For simplicity, it is assumed that each actuator on the control surface can support the
maximum load of the control surface. The power demand of the actuator per flight phase
is then estimated as a ratio adapted based on the maximum power for each flight phase.
Typical values for the case study are presented in Table A3 in Appendix B.

Even with a more electric and hybrid-electric architecture, smaller aircraft can poten-
tially still completely contain mechanical surface actuation (due to low hinge moments
for low-speed operation or small control surfaces). Therefore, the presented framework
includes the weight estimation of a mechanical push–pull rod actuation. This is adapted
from the method presented by Torenbeek [13], which uses the MTOW as the main param-
eter in the empirical weight estimation. Here, the authors modified it to use the control
surface area Scs in (m2) as input. The resulting equations for the various control surfaces
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Weight estimation for mechanical flight control system.

Control Surface Type Control Surface Function Wmech,link(kg)

Aileron, Spoiler Roll 0.0256·(14, 445·Scs − 247)0.67

Rudder Yaw 0.0256·(13, 814·Scs − 12, 708)0.67

Elevator Pitch 0.0256·(9112.9·Scs − 12, 098)0.67

As an additional feature, mechanical backup linkages can also be assigned to the
hydraulic actuation with mechanical signaling based on information presented in SAE
ARP5770 [48]. Based on this standard, the primary flight control mechanical linkage cannot
be less than 1/8 in; this allows for a reduction in linkage weight of about 12% when the
application is limited to signaling. This is further applied to the Torenbeek estimation
method if the mechanical linkage is assigned for signaling.

The weight estimation of conventional HMA and EHSA actuators is implemented
using power-to-weight ratios (P/W) drawn from the literature, which are provided in
Table A4 of Appendix B. The EHA and EMA actuators require additional power electronics
components; their weight is accounted for using their specific P/W

As the power demand of the actuators is not constant throughout the flight, the power
demand per flight phase is calculated using a factor that is multiplied by the maximum
power demand calculated in Equation (1).

Hydraulic and electrical actuation is modeled based on an object-oriented approach
where each subsystem corresponds to an object. Each object is identified as an electric or
hydraulic subsystem based on system-level architecture inputs. This can also be assigned
to a specific power transformation and distribution system. The methodology of systems
allocation is similar to the methods presented in [18]. The following sub-section will explain
the subsequent sizing of the hydraulic and electric power systems.

3.2.2. Hydraulic Power System

The hydraulic system within the framework considers all the systems and subsystems
responsible for generating and distributing hydraulic power within the aircraft, unless
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there is a localized standalone hydraulic system (as is the case with EHA implementations).
The method follows the logic tree presented by Liscouët-Hanke [17]. The framework
considers distribution, conversion, and generation subsystems. The distribution consists of
hydraulic fluid, tubing, and reservoir assembly. All the power-consuming systems which
request hydraulic flow demand are assigned to a specific distribution system. The specific
distribution system is then assigned to a specific generation system. This implementation
will ease the future integration of automated safety assessment, as presented in Jeyaraj and
Liscouët-Hanke [10].

For hydraulic actuators, the power per actuator calculated in Equation (1) is translated
into a hydraulic flow requirement using Equation (2)

.
QAct =

(
PAct

∆psys.ηAct

)
(2)

where
.

QAct is the flow demand, ηAct is the efficiency of the actuator, and ∆psys is the
pressure rating of hydraulic system (typically 3000 or 5000 psi or the associated values in
SI units).

The net flow demand for a hydraulic system corresponds to the total flow demand
made by the connected subsystems within power-consuming systems:

.
QHyd,sys,i( f lightphase) = ∑

.
QPCS,i( f lightphase) (3)

where
.

QHyd,sys,i is the hydraulic system flow demand associated with a particular central

hydraulic system i, and ∑
.

QPCS,i is the flow demand of the consuming systems connected
to this hydraulic system i. The system architecture descriptor performs the association
between consumer systems (on the actuator level) with the different hydraulic systems. The
number of hydraulic systems varies depending on the overall system architecture (typically
between 0 and 3).

As a next step, the hydraulic pumps associated with the hydraulic systems are sized
accordingly. The model contains the following pump types: engine-driven pumps (EDP),
electric motor pumps (EMP), (rarely used) air turbine-driven pumps (ATDP), power transfer
units (PTU), and emergency pumps associated with the ram air turbine (RAT).

The
.

QHyd,sys,i of the individual hydraulic system is supplied by the associated hy-
draulic pumps, typically one EDP and one EMP, in conventional aircraft. For more than
one EDP,

.
QEDP =

.
QHyd,sys,i/NEDP, where NEDP is the number of EDP available within the

hydraulic system.
If the EMP if set as a backup, it only compensates the flow when the engines are at idle,

according to the SAE ARP6277 [49]; this corresponds to
.

QEMP = 0.16
.

QHyd,sys,i. However,

if the EMP is not a backup, then
.

QEMP is equal to
.

QHyd,sys,i. It should be noted that the
.

QEMP power can be set based on the architecture of the hydraulic system.
One of the major assumptions considered within hydraulic system sizing is the type

and number of pumps associated with each hydraulic system and the power split between
these pumps. This implementation enables system safety assessment integration within the
system architecting process. However, this paper focuses on a simple example to illustrate
the sizing capability for a set of given architectures.

For example, for sizing the EDPs, Equation (4) can be used, where
.

QE f f is the adjusted
available flowrate considering the engine operation with respect to the flight phase and
nENG,sha f t,% is the associated shaft speed percentage of the engine, and the EDP efficiency
ηEDP:

.
QE f f EDP

( f lightphase) =

.
QEDP( f lightphase)

nENG,sha f t,%( f lightphase).ηEDP
(4)

Once the EDP is sized, the engine shaft power off-take can be estimated.
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For EMPs, the required flow demand must be translated into electrical power demand,
which impacts the sizing of the electrical power systems, discussed in the following subsec-
tion. All efficiency and power-to-weight ratio assumptions for the weight estimation of the
pumps are provided in Table A4 of Appendix B.

The net shaft power requirement due to the EDP can be calculated as follows:

Psha f t,hyd =
.

QE f f EDP,i
.
∆psys

ηgb
(5)

where Psha f t is the engine shaft power requirement and ηgb is the gear box efficiency. For
simplicity, sizing assumes ∆psys to be the maximum pressure rating of the system.

3.2.3. Electrical Power System

The electrical system within the framework corresponds to all the systems and subsys-
tems responsible for generating, converting, and distributing electrical power supply, as
shown in Figure 4.
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The overall structure of the electrical system sizing methodology is based on the
approach developed by Liscouët-Hanke. However, more detail is added to the distribution
and conversion system, which consists of feeders and power converters. Alternating current
(AC) feeders and direct current (DC) feeders are modeled with multiple voltage assignments
in order to estimate the entire load on the feeder based on consumer assignments.

Researchers have developed a more detailed wiring weight estimation method as
determining wiring weight is essential, particularly for more electric aircraft. The method
is based on using the SAE AIR6540 [50] to estimate the feeder weight, giving consideration
to voltage variations. Parameters such as bundle loading and altitude factors are used to
account for the wiring losses. Additionally, phase lagging is considered through the power
factor for AC. The SAE AS50881 [51] is used to model different sizes of feeders. Aircraft
level parameters are used to add feeder length. This is performed based on the location of
the electrical power consumer. Furthermore, this approach considers the wires to have a
modified PFA (Perfluoroalkoxy) insulation which is rated up to 1000 volts.

The workflow accounts for the feeders of power-consuming and generation systems.
These feeders are responsible for providing power from the power generation system (such
as engines or APUs) to the power transformation and distribution system (i.e., electric
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generators or EMPs). The basic consideration given for the length estimation is the actual
location of the generator within the engine from which the wiring starts.

LWire,eng = zgen + xgen (6)

where LWire,eng is the wiring length from the engine to the engine attachment with the
wing or fuselage; zgen and xgen are the coordinates of the generator. If the location of the
generator is unknown, LWire,eng can be assumed to be the sum of half the diameter and half
the length of the engine. This is applicable to any type of engine attachment, including
blended wing body aircraft configurations with embedded engines.

To represent the wiring length from the generation to the distribution conversion
Lwire,gen−elec, the subsystem location factor flocation is introduced, which is the ratio of the
distance between generation and conversion to the fuselage length. The wiring length can
be calculated according to Equation (7) as a function of the fuselage length L f uselage:

Lwire,gen−elec, f uselage = flocation·L f uselage (7)

For subsystems such as APU, which is traditionally placed at the aft fuselage, flocation =
0.9 can be used. For fuselage, mounted engine flocation = 0.8 can be used for simplicity. If
the battery is placed near the power conversion system, a value of flocation = 0 is used to
eliminate the length. The maximum value of flocation = 1 is applicable to a tail-mounted
engine configuration with an electrical subsystem placed in the front fuselage. For a
wing-mounted engine configuration, a value of flocation = 0.5 can be used for simplicity.
Additionally, the subsystems placed within the wing need to consider the length of wiring
in the wing.

For low-wing configurations, the length of wiring is:

Lwire,eng−elec,wing =
yeng

cos(Λ)
(8)

where yeng is the distance of the engine from the aircraft center axis along the y axis, and Λ
is the wing sweep angle,

For high-wing configurations, one needs to account for additional wiring in the
fuselage, considering the fuselage diameter D f uselage:

LWir eng−elec =
yeng

cos(Λ)
+ D f uselage (9)

For the consumer wiring, it is assumed that the feeders power several subsystems
along the fuselage, leading to the accumulation of the power demand, which is fulfilled
by the power conversion system. Hence, except for the flight control system, the wiring
is assumed to run across the fuselage. The critical parameters for the flight control sys-
tem are the electric subsystem in the wings and tail section, which triggers the wiring
length extension to the subsystem location. Equation (7) can be adapted to estimate the
length of consumer wiring. However, the parameter flocation will need to consider the
maximum distance between connected subsystems. For the consumer system within the
wing, Equations (8) and (9) can be adapted to replace yeng with max(y consumeri

)
connected

to the feeder within the wing.
The aircraft can use AC and DC types of generation systems. The DC system consists

of a two-wire setup, and the three-phase AC uses a three-wire setup. The DC system
benefits from using the airframe as a ground return carried by one of the wires. This kind
of architecture is modeled by halving the length of the wires. The high voltage return line
considerations must meet the certification requirements due to electromagnetic interference
and safety hazards. Additionally, composite structures pose a high resistance to the return
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line, requiring detailed study to enable ground return capability. These cases must consider
a dedicated return line for the aircraft systems wiring.

LWiring,DCground return =
1
2

LWiring, DC (10)

where LWiringground return is the wiring length when the ground return is possible, typically
in a ‘DC’ system measured in m.

The net electric power demand on the distribution system is estimated by considering
the voltage drop across the length of the wiring.

VWire,e f f = VWire + Vdrop (11)

Ie f f =
I

( fBundle LF × fAltitude DF)
(12)

where VWire f f is the effective voltage estimated in V, Vdrop is the voltage drop across the
wiring length in V, fBundle LF is the bundle loading factor, and fAltitude DF is the altitude
derating factor. The fBundle LF, fAltitude DF and Vdrop as functions of wire resistance across
the length are estimated based on [50]. A wire resistance correction factor is applied for
AC feeders to account for skin effects due to high frequency. The SAE method for AC
wires is valid until 1 kHz. Additionally, frequency is also used to estimate AC inductance,
which is then used to update the voltage drop. The current case study assumes a 400 Hz
frequency for AC wiring. For simplicity, the bundle loading is considered to be 100%, and
the single wire resistance is considered to be 62 ohms/1000 ft as per recommendations
from [50]. With the known effective current Ie f f , one can use the lookup table provided
in SAE AS50881 [51] to shortlist the required wire size. The lookup table consists of a
wire gauge (AWG) and the specific weight. The power on the feeders can be estimated as
follows:

PWiring = Ie f f .VWire,e f f (13)

The power converter options in the model consist of AC/AC, AC/DC, DC/AC, and
DC/DC converter types, with voltage levels of 28, 115, 270, and 230 V. The values are limited
due to the data availability of power converters for aerospace applications. The sizing of
the power converters is based on overall power consumption. The power converter weight
variations for electric aircraft can be found in [52,53]. The AC/AC type of power converter
is one of the heaviest subsystems since it consists of several components, adding to the P/W
ratio [54,55]. The DC/DC converter consists of fewer components and is lighter. The power
converter improvement in power density of over 5 kW is considered using the consumer
load on the power converters. The generation and distribution systems are linked with
power converters within the electrical system framework. This means that all the feeders
must be interfaced with power converters.

The electrical power generation system consists of AC or DC generators (according
to the overall electrical system architecture) and can contain additional elements, such
as a hydraulic motor generator with voltage levels similar to those of power converters.
The sizing of the generation system is based on the minimal safety considerations as
given in [17], considering three scenarios: normal operation, single-engine failure, and a
combined failure (conditions of the single-engine being off and opposite generator being
off). Additionally, safety conditions will be considered upon integration with the ASSESS
tool developed by Jeyaraj et al. [13]. The sizing considers the power demand of all associated
consumers (implemented in a dedicated model in the framework) per flight phase and for
normal and degraded operation, selecting the maximum power as the generator sizing
point. The generators’ power extraction can be translated into the mechanical power
demand from the engine.
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The net power demand by the electrical generators is translated into the engine’s
secondary power shaft in terms of mechanical power demand.

Psha f t,elec =
∑ Pgen,i

ηgb
(14)

where Psha f t,elec is the shaft power demand of electrical generators, ηgb is the secondary
power gearbox efficiency, and Pgen is the power demand of the electrical generator.

3.2.4. Electrical Power Consumer Systems

The electrical power consumers consist of subsystems that depend on electrical power
for their functionality. These include galley, entertainment, furnishing, lights, avionics,
instruments, electrically driven hydraulic pumps, air-conditioning fans, and fuel pumps.
In a more-electric aircraft, additional and significantly higher electrical loads consist of the
air-conditioning system, ice protection system, and any electrical actuation (e.g., landing
gear and flight controls).

Categorizing AC and DC power consumers depends on specific requests by the
subsystems. Voltage and voltage type-based decomposition is also generated to assign
feeders to the subsystem and the electrical generation. As discussed earlier, the voltage
levels are limited by the data availability of power converters. Table A1 in Appendix B
presents a summary of the electrical power consumers’ equations.

In conventional aircraft, the galley, entertainment, and furnishing are the most signifi-
cant power consumers within the aircraft systems. These are operated as per the aircraft
configuration and passenger demands. However, these loads can be shed during emer-
gency conditions when considered non-essential (this might differ for business aircraft
operations). The electric power demand estimation of the galley, entertainment, and fur-
nishing subsystems in this paper is adapted from the methodology established by Esdras
and Liscouët-Hanke [56]. The nominal electric power demand for these systems PGEF,nom
is defined in Equation (15) as a function of the fuselage length L f usleage, fuselage width
W f uselage, and the number of engines Neng.

PGEF,nom = 10.284e
0.0139(

L f usleage .Wf uselage
Neng )

(15)

The nominal power demand, PGEF,nom, must be multiplied by the empirical usage
factors provided in Appendix B, Table A7, to obtain the power demand per flight phase.

The galley, entertainment, and furnishing contribute significantly towards the aircraft’s
overall weight. The method used by Anderson et al. [47] has applications specifically to
larger aircraft and overpredicts the weight of these systems for smaller commuter aircraft.
This paper considers the weight build-up of the subsystems based on the number of
passengers, the number of crew, and cabin volume. Smaller aircraft, such as Dash 6 or
Cessna aircraft, typically have front and aft baggage compartments and different cabin
layouts are enabled by trading passenger seats with baggage area. Therefore, the method
presented here considers the front and aft baggage volume along with the cabin volume in
order to estimate the net weight of the galley, entertainment, and furnishing subsystems.
The weight of the galley, entertainment, and furnishing subsystem WGEF (kg) can be
estimated using Equation (14), with Ncrew as the number of crew members, Npax as the
number of passengers, and Vcabin as the cabin volume in f t3 and the factor kGEF:

WGEF = kGEF.

(
Ncrew + Npax

)1.65

Vcabin
0.18 (16)

where kGEF depends on the size of the aircraft:

• kGEF = 9.1 for commercial aircraft with Npax ≥ 60
• kGEF = 15.2 for business jet and commuter aircraft 10 ≥ Npax > 60
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• kGEF = 25.3 for smaller aircraft Npax < 10

Although the above equations can also be used to estimate WGEF for commercial
aircraft, the current study focuses more on smaller aircraft; therefore, detailed validation
was only performed for aircraft up to the size of an Airbus A320. It has to be noted that,
depending on the equipment level for the various flight operations, larger variations can
occur for galley weight. However, the presented method is suitable for comparing different
power system architectures for the same baseline aircraft.

The net shaft power demand can be estimated from Equations (5) and (14) as follows:

Psha f t,eng =Psha f t,hyd + Psha f t,elec (17)

where Psha f t,eng is the net engine shaft power.
Systems MDA estimates net mission fuel consumption due to systems as per SAE

AIR1168/8 [57,58]. The total fuel consumption is due to the fixed systems weight compo-
nent itself, shaft power demand, bleed air component, ram air component and variable
weight penalty, which corresponds to expandable material.

WF,sys = WF,weight + WF,bleed + WF,sha f t + WF,ram + WF,varweight (18)

Scholz [59] provides a methodology with which to estimate the specific fuel consump-
tion due to systems (SFCp). According to Scholz, a shaft power factor (kp) translates SFC
into SFCp. As per the turboprop engine used on the DO-228, and data availability [59], a kp
value of 0.00404 is assumed in the current workflow for the fuel weight estimation. The
Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 23.831 and Part 25.831 set the bleed air requirement
as 0.55 lb/min/pax. This is translated into the bleed air requirement for conventional con-
figurations. MEA and AEA configurations without engine bleed off-takes have dedicated
ram air inlets, and the bleed air requirements are translated into ram air requirements.

3.3. Validation

The tools implemented in the workflow are validated using data available in the
literature from studies such as [60,61] at the aircraft, subsystem, and component levels.
Publicly available validation data for system weights are sparse in this aircraft category.
A more detailed validation (for the Dash 6 and the ATR42) is presented in [62]. Overall,
the error range at the aircraft level (e.g., for MTOW) runs from −9% to 13%, which is
an acceptable range for conceptual design methods. The overall system weight error
is up to 10% and shows the expected level of sensitivity to architecture and technology
options. However, combining various subsystem estimations with uncertainty and error
variations calls for proper uncertainty management and analysis which will be addressed
in future work.

4. Case Study for the Electrification of a Commuter Aircraft

The DO-228 is selected for the case study due to the high availability of aircraft and
subsystem data. The conventional DO-228 aircraft is a high-wing monoplane with two
turboprop engines. This aircraft is mainly used as a commuter or utility aircraft. Figure 5a
shows the conventional DO-228 configuration, whereas Figure 5b shows the hybrid-electric
version considered for the case study.

The conventional version of the DO-228 is certified for Part 23 and can carry up to
nineteen passengers and two to three crew members. The aircraft is designed to operate day
and night during all weather conditions within temperature limits of −40 ◦C to +50 ◦C. It is
equipped with de-ice boots on the wing and a pneumatic anti-ice system for leading-edge
slats, propellers, and pitot tubes. Two integral fuel tanks are located on each wing between
the leading edge and trailing edge spars. The Fuel System allows interconnection between
the tanks via a cross-feed using jet pumps. The hydraulic system actuates the landing gear,
brakes, and nose wheel steering. The hydraulic system is pressurized to 3000 psi using a
DC electric motor.
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The electrical system of the DO-228 is a 28 V single-wire installation, with the airframe
used as a ground return. The system consists of two engine-driven generators, two batteries
for the DC power supply, and two inverters for AC power consumers. All the inputs
required for the analysis are summarized in Table 3 below.

Table 3. Key aircraft-level parameters for the DO-228 [60,61].

Aircraft Parameter Value Aircraft Parameter Value

Wing span [ m] 16.97 Number of passengers 19

Aspect ratio 9.0 Hydraulic system
pressure [ psi]

3000

Length [ m] 16.56 Generation voltage [ V] 28

Cabin volume [ m3] 14.7 Generation voltage type DC

MTOW [ kg] 6400 Inverter voltage [ V] 115

Propeller diameter [ m] 2.73 Wing area [ m2] 32

The overall MDA tool validation is carried out with the conventional DO-228 architec-
ture. The actual DO-228 MTOW from the references is approximately 6400 kg. The MDA
final output is about 6372 kg. This corresponds to a −0.5% error variation.

5. Results

This subsection presents the results of the analysis with the complete workflow pre-
sented in the previous section. The aircraft-level input data required for the hybrid-electric
case studies come from the literature [29,60,61,63]. The workflow considers a short-range
mission, which is defined at a range of 213 NM and a payload of 1960 kg, to estimate the
fuel burn for the hybrid-electric version of the aircraft. It should be noted that the range
and payload remain the same for all comparisons. Additional structural reinforcement of
landing gear is not considered directly to accommodate the increased aircraft MTOW.

The results for the conventional (non-hybridized) DO-228 are summarized in Table 4.
The propulsion system architecture consists of a parallel-hybrid configuration with a hy-
bridization factor of Hp = 0.1. The specific energy of the battery Esp is assumed to be
272 Wh/kg (representing current battery technology from [64]). Different system archi-
tectures are investigated, focusing on the various levels of electrification of the actuation
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systems and different voltage levels for the electrical system. All the key inputs and systems
architecture variations are listed in Table A6 of Appendix B.

Table 4. Results of the complete MDA for the baseline aircraft and the hybrid-electric version.

Framework Aircraft Parameter Value

Aircraft Configuration Conventional
HP = 0.1, AEA High Voltage

Esp = 272 Wh/kg Esp = 800 Wh/kg

Aircraft Sizing

Initial aircraft Sizing results

MTOW [kg] 6378 9286 7139.08

Systems Weight [ kg] 1140 1140 1140

Battery Weight [ kg] 0 613.5 208.59

Wing Area [ m2] 31 45 35

Aircraft Geometry
Initial Battery Space Assignment

Battery Assignment
[x, y, z] [m] 1.42, 5.7, 0.14 1.42, 5.7, 0.14 1.42, 5.7, 0.14

Battery

Final Battery Space Assignment

Battery Final Space
[x, y, z] [m] 0.13, 0.035, 0.082 0.7, 3.9, 0.14 0.78, 1.3, 0.13

Battery Weight [ kg] 0.61 636.4 221.4

Battery Volume [ m3] 0.0004 0.38 0.028

Fuel System

Fuel System Sizing

Fuel Tank Volume [ m3] 2.16 1.77 2.13

Fuel System Weight [ kg] 79.8 76.6 78.8

Systems MDA
Subsystems Sizing

Systems Weight [ kg] 1136 1213 1203

Aircraft MDA

Final Integration results

Wing Area [ m2] 31 46 35

Fuel Weight [ kg] 501 441 425

OWE [ kg] 4000 6800 4800

MTOW [ kg] 6373 9483 7234

The current workflow assigns the fuel volume based on the available fuel tank volume.
However, the comparison needs to be carried out with the reduced fuel tank volume of the
hybrid-electric variant. The geometric modeler assigns the initial aircraft geometry to the
battery sizing tool, which computes an estimate of the space consumed by the batteries.
The remaining volume is assigned to the Fuel System and is also an input to the Fuel System
sizing process. The finalized geometry and Fuel System weight is used within the Systems
MDA framework to analyze the weight and power consumption due to all other systems.
Table 4 shows the DO-228 results for a conventional and a hybrid configuration.

The final integration uses the overall delta weight estimated between the initial Aircraft
Sizing and the weight values calculated by the Energy Storage, Fuel System, and the Systems
MDA tools. This weight value is used to update the OWE and, thus, MTOW. Table 4 shows
the final results with the updated wing area due to the aircraft’s overall weight increment.
The systems and batteries remain the main contributors to the weight variation for a hybrid
configuration. While the battery weight increment is due to hybridization, modifying the
aircraft geometry to support new battery weight for a conventional systems configuration
lead to an increment in systems weight.
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Parametric Analysis

This section presents a systems-specific parametric analysis carried out on DO-228
aircraft. The conventional aircraft configuration is electrified by modifying key aircraft
systems to analyze the effect at the aircraft level. The study includes multiple hybridization
factors such as 0, 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 with the current battery technology (272 Wh/kg) to
obtain more realistic system-specific effects on MTOW and the wing area.

Figure 6 shows the electrified version of DO-228, and Table 5 presents the parameters
of the key systems considered for the parametric analysis.
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Table 5. Systems architectures and technology configurations considered for the parametric analysis.

Parameter Conventional More Electric All Electric

FCS primary flight control actuator Mechanical EHA, EHSA All EMA 1

FCS secondary flight control actuator Mechanical All EMA All EMA

Power converter DCAC, DCDC ACDC, ACAC ACDC, ACAC

Voltage level Constant Low Medium High

FCS voltage (V) 28 28 270 270

FCS voltage type DC DC DC DC

Avionics voltage (V) 28 28 270 270

FCS voltage type DC DC DC DC

Other systems voltage (V) 115 115 115 230

Other systems voltage type AC AC AC AC

Electrical generation voltage (V) 28 115 230 230

Electrical generation voltage type DC AC AC AC
1 EMAs with the current technology are not a viable option for primary flight control actuation due to the risk
of jamming. However, this scenario was used to explore their potential in terms of a weight vs. power demand
trade study.

Figure 7 shows the impact of the electrification of the various subsystems on the system
weight. The electrification of the aircraft leads to a systems weight increment compared to
the conventional aircraft configuration.
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The FCS weight reduction due to the elimination of the mechanical linkages is seen
for the MEA and AEA architecture compared to the conventional configuration. The
much heavier version of pneumatic boots is removed, saving significant weight in the
IPS. However, the net increase in electrical power demand due to electrification along
with added wiring significantly increases the electrical system weight. The electrified
architectures with low-voltage power-consuming systems suffer from increased losses
and require heavier feeders. Conversely, increasing the voltage levels leads to lighter
feeders and reduces the overall weight of the electrical system. Within AEA and MEA
architectures, FCS weight reduction occurs in AEA due to the application of EMAs, which
are much lighter compared to other actuator types. The elimination of the centralized
hydraulic system leads to a significant decrease in weight for the AEA architecture. Hence,
a high-voltage AEA architecture is seen to be highly beneficial in a hybridized version of
the aircraft.

Figure 8 summarizes the results of the parametric study focusing on the variations
in wing area and weight for today’s battery technology (Esp = 272 Wh/kg). Figure 8a
shows the effect of the various parameter changes on the overall systems’ weight (output
of Systems MDA module), and Figure 8b analyzes the effect of the same parameters on the
MTOW. The overall MTOW increment due to hybridization is primarily due to the higher
battery weight, which requires additional wing area to support the weight. The resulting
increase in wing area, in addition to the electrification, leads to additional weight due to the
systems. Furthermore, the rapid rise in MTOW between different hybridization levels is
attributed to the so-called snowball effect, wherein the weight contribution of batteries leads
to more power being required to carry out the mission, which further increases the aircraft’s
empty weight and, therefore, the maximum takeoff weight. The large MTOWs of the
hybrid-electric configuration exceed the weight limit for Part 23 certification. Furthermore,
from a retrofitting perspective, a reduction in passengers and payload would be required to
make these configurations feasible. Although it may be possible to envision retrofitting the
aircraft with a larger wing, the additional weight will require strengthening the airframe
structure, which carries a further weight penalty. These aspects are not explored within the
scope of this study.
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Figure 8. Impact analysis of the hybridization factor, systems architecture, and voltage level
Esp = 272 Wh/kg. (a) Variation of Systems Weight with wing area and hybridization factor.
(b) Variation of MTOW with wing area and hybridization factor.

One can observe that for varying hybridization factors, the contribution of the system
architecture follows the same trend: the MEA low-voltage architecture (solid blue square)
is the heaviest architecture in each set, requiring the largest increase in wing area. On the
other hand, AEA and MEA architectures with high-voltage architecture (orange triangles)
seem to provide the lowest weight and required wing area increase.

Comparing the MEA and AEA configurations at low and high voltage levels shows
that higher voltages lead to lower overall systems weight; this effect is also observable in
the reduced required wing area. Furthermore, this effect is more pronounced at higher
hybridization factors, implying that using higher voltage levels at a higher hybridization
factor is worthwhile.

Figure 9 investigates the effect of varying battery energy density Esp in combination
with the system electrification at aircraft-level parameters for a fixed hybridization factor
(Hp = 0.1). Figure 9a,b show that increasing the battery energy density Esp helps to reduce
the OWE increase (compared to a conventional system architecture) and thus helps the
required increase in wing area to limit the increase in MTOW. However, even with very
high Esp, the modified aircraft still requires a larger wing and has a higher MTOW than the
conventional configuration.
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However, to understand the overall impact of electrification on aircraft performance,
the fuel burn change needs to be investigated, as discussed in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Impact analysis of the hybridization factor, battery-specific energy density, system ar-
chitecture, and voltage level. (a) Variation of fuel burn with MTOW and hybridization factor at
Esp = 272 Wh/kg. (b) Variation of fuel burn with MTOW and battery energy-specific density at
Hp = 0.1.

Figure 10 explores the effect of aircraft electrification on fuel burn. It has to be noted
that the effect of additional drag due to aircraft electrification has not been considered in
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this case study. However, as the aircraft has a low cruise speed and only 19 passengers, the
effect of additional drag due to the electrification of the bleed air system (using ram air
instead of engine bleed) is negligible. Additionally, this study has not considered the effect
of increased cooling requirements for electrification.

Figure 10a shows that even for a current battery Esp of 272 Wh/kg, only the low-
voltage MEA system architectures will not reduce the mission fuel burn compared to the
conventional configuration. The best system architectures are high-voltage AEA configu-
rations. Still, with current Esp, even for the small hybridization of the aircraft (10%), the
MTOW exceeds the limit of the Part 23 certification and is thus not viable for a retrofit
including a wing area increase.

Figure 10b explores the impact of increasing Esp for a hybrid configuration with
Hp = 0.1. One can see that all architectures with Esp = 800 Wh/kg and ESP = 1500 Wh/kg
lead to configurations that meet the Part 23 MTOW limit and that lead to potential fuel
burn reductions of 10% and more.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents an MDA framework for system integration within aircraft concep-
tual design for conventional, hybrid-electric, and more electric aircraft. A generic MDA
workflow is presented that can be easily adapted to future aircraft and system configura-
tions. The subsystem models cover different technologies and the validity range for smaller
aircraft (commuter, business, and regional). The overall validation of the Systems MDA
attests to an error range that is acceptable for conceptual design, considering the limited
availability of validation data for more electric and all-electric aircraft systems.

The framework’s capabilities are demonstrated with a case study: the evaluation of the
effect of the simultaneous hybridization and electrification of a Dornier DO-228 aircraft. A
parametric study of the aircraft hybridization factor, the system architecture electrification
levels, and subsystem technologies, i.e., the voltage level in the electrical power system,
and varying battery energy densities illustrate the framework’s functionality.

By focusing on the aircraft weight and mission fuel burn, the results suggest that when
working with higher hybridization factors, the subsystem voltage levels should be increased
to reduce the weight of the overall system. However, comparing the MEA and AEA cases,
additional parameters must be considered to further evaluate the most suitable architecture
to decrease the environmental impact or enable economically viable retrofitting.

The framework provides meaningful insight into the relationships between aircraft-
level design choices and system and subsystem cascading impacts. In addition, the pre-
sented framework provides an integration sandbox for more advanced system analysis,
such as safety analysis, thermal analysis, and maintenance analysis [65,66].

Future study will focus on expanding the framework to represent all necessary sub-
systems with sufficient detail to capture the effects of secondary power off-take in hybrid-
electric configurations, the drag penalty due to increased ventilation flow requirements in
electrified aircraft, and to better capture the changes in the propulsion subsystem.

Although the AEA systems architecture considers eliminating the hydraulic com-
ponents, additional safety inputs are required to evaluate the architecture. Hence, the
integration of systems safety parameters will be considered in the near future. Although
the systems sizing workflow applies physics-based modeling to the flight control and elec-
trical systems they still incur error propagation through multiple sources. The integration
of error propagation and uncertainty analysis is crucial for obtaining a better understanding
of the results with data that cannot be validated (as projected in the future).

Overall, the research presented in this paper contributes to closing the gap in concep-
tual design tools for feasibility studies of hybrid-electric aircraft, including the analysis of
the viability of the retrofitting potential of existing aircraft. Therefore, the presented study
supports accelerating the development of more environmentally friendly aircraft.
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Appendix B

Table A1. Electric power consumer demand.

Subsystem Power Demand

Lights PLig,nom = 0.31 L f uselage (1)

Avionics and Instruments PAv,insttaxi = 0.612 e0.048 L f uselage (2)

PAvinstnom = 0.02 L f uselage
1.55 (3)

Ice Protection i Pips,nom = 0.035 sw + 2.02 (4)

Air-conditioning [67] ii Pac,nom = 0.077 Vcabin − 0.40 (5)

Fuel System iii
PFS,nom = 2.88 e

0.0399L f uselage
Neng (6)

i This does not include electric de-icing system. Electric de-icing power demand can be considered to be 5% Pips,nom.
ii This power demand corresponds to conventional aircraft air-conditioning units electrical power demand. iii The
Fuel System power demands are estimated using this equation whereas the Fuel System weights are obtained using
the physics-based methods described in [51].

Table A2. Control surface deflection.

Control Surface Type Control Surface Function Surface Deflection Rate
(deg/s)

Aileron, Spoiler Roll 60

Spoiler Airbrake 30

Flaps, Slats High-lift 10

Rudder Yaw 40

Elevator Pitch 60

Horizontal Stabilizer Pitch trim 0.5

Table A3. Control surface usage factor.

Control
Surface Type

Control
Surface

Function
Ground Taxi Takeoff Climb Cruise Descent Approach Landing

Aileron, Spoiler Roll 0.33 0.33 0 1 1 1 0.33 0.33

Spoiler Autobrake 0.33 0.33 0 1 1 1 0 0.33

Flaps, Slats High-lift 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

Rudder Yaw 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.5 0.5 0.33

Elevator,
Horizontal
Stabilizer

Pitch 0 0 1 1 0.15 1 0.33 1

Table A4. Subsystem P/W ratio.

Subsystem P/W Ratio Ref. Subsystem P/W Ratio Ref.

HMA 0.4 kW/kg [66] EDP 4.6 kW/kg [52]

EHSA 0.2 kW/kg [66] HMG 0.46 kW/kg [53]

EHA 0.2 kW/kg [66] Actuator Power
Electronics 2 kW/kg [67]
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Table A4. Cont.

Subsystem P/W Ratio Ref. Subsystem P/W Ratio Ref.

EMA 0.40 kW/kg [68] EMP 0.4 kW/kg [52]

Hydraulic Power Drive 0.043 kW/kg [69] AC Generator 1.3 kVA/kg [70]

Electric Motor Power
Drive 0.045 kW/kg [69] DC Generator 0.5 kW/kg [70]

THSA 0.045 kW/kg [52] EBHA 0.13 kW/kg [66]

Table A5. Aircraft parameters.

Aircraft Parameter Value Aircraft Parameter Value

Wing span [ m] 16.97 Number of passengers 19

Payload [kg] 1959.9 Number of crew 2

Range [m] 395,935.2 Hybrid propulsion architecture Parallel

Mach 0.4 Service ceiling [ft] 25,000

Aspect ratio 9.0 Hydraulic system pressure [ psi] 3000

Length [ m] 16.56 Generation voltage [ V] 230

Cabin volume [ m3] 14.7 Generation voltage type AC

Number of engines 2 Inverter voltage [ V] 115

Propeller diameter [ m] 2.73 Wing area [ m2] 32

Fuselage length [m] 16.56 Fuselage width [ m] 1.346

Vertical stab length [m] 2.63 Horizontal tail length [ m] 6.45

Engine configuration Wing mounted Diameter of engine [ m] 0.98

Length of engine [m] 2.76

Table A6. Conventional vs. hybridized aircraft systems architecture.

Parameter Conventional Hp = 0.1

FCS primary flight control actuator Mechanical EHA, EHSA

FCS secondary flight control actuator Mechanical All EMA

Power converter DCAC, DCDC ACDC, ACAC

FCS voltage (V) 28 28

FCS voltage type DC DC

Avionics voltage (V) 28 28

FCS voltage type DC DC

Other systems voltage (V) 115 230

Other systems voltage type AC AC

Electrical generation voltage (V) 28 230

Electrical generation voltage type DC AC
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Table A7. Subsystem power demand ratios iv.

Subsystem
Flight Phase

Ground Taxi Takeoff Climb Cruise Descent Approach Landing

Galley, Entertainment,
Furnishing 0.46 1.03 1 1 1.09 0.72 0.72 0.72

Lights 0.945 0.75 1 1 0.943 1.19 1.19 1.07

Avionics, Instruments 0.25 v 1 vi 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ice Protection 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.5 0.5 0.33

Air-conditioning 1 1 1.06 1 1 1.06 1.06 0.92

Fuel System 0 0 1 1 0.15 1 0.33 1
iv Unless specified Pnorm is to be used with factors to estimate power demand per flight phase; v Factor to be used
with Equation (20); vi Factor to be used with Equation (20).
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